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The existence of the school board is considered as the best solution in breaking the
apprehensive education problem this time. The education with various its aspects
problem is demanded to be exist and dynamic to realize the prosperity of a country.
In a practical level, The school board is considered as the legislative assembly that
takes a part in controlling/supervising a school activity, so the policies or the
decisions that taken by the principal is an aspiring decision from the parents and
the community through on the school board.
This research is to describe, discover, and accumulate on what is the role of the
school board to the education quality improvement in the board school. The focus of
the problem is how to enrich the school board in the primary school Majalengka
regency.
In particularly, the appeared problems are how is the ability condition of the
stakeholder in implementing the school board looked at it from the aspects of
strength, weakness, opportunity, and threat? What is the strategy to enrich the
school board in primary school? What is the role of the school board in improving the
education quality?
The research method is descriptive method, study cases, and porposive qualitative
approachment. The location of the research is in the primary school Majalengka
regency. The data is obtained from the head of the department, the chairman of the
school board, principals, teachers, and parents.
The condition analysis owned by the stakeholders in implementating the school
based management are STRENGTH (1) UU No : 22-1999 and UU No • 25 - 2000;
(2) The socialization of the school based management (3) The community awareness
increases and the community controlling is efective (4) The supporting from ADB
(Asian Development Bank) through on BEP (Basic Education Project).
WEAKNESS (1) the managerial ability of the school board (member/ chairman) has
not been evenly distributed. (2) The Supporting power and the participation of the
community to the education have not been good.
OPPORTUNITY (1) The supporting from the local and seat government (2) The firm
supports the school based management. THREAT (1) The community tends to
choose the qualified education (2) The autonomy of the education management (3)
The primary school is the measurement standard to the education level further.
The strategy to enrich the school board is the improvement of the quality teching
activity service and the guide of a ware community of quality; Socialization of the
school based management concept to the school board, to improve the ability of the
human resource.
The role of the school board in improving education quality is observed from the
competence, cooperation, budget management and implication the school based
management to the education quality.